
Records Team exemplifies 
Leader-Leader:

“This is something the 
records department has 
done for a long time even 
before I became a part of 
it,” Lt. G. Snyder said. “All the 
staff in this office have the 
intellect and confidence to 
step in at any given time 
and run the show. This is 
encouraged I feel by the fact 
that they are trusted to do 
this when needed. The most 

recent incident I recall would 
be during the extreme influx 
of prisoners received from 
Immigration. Our federal 
inmate count increased 
from 12 to over 200 in a 
two-week period and then 
reduced from over 200 to 
a mere 2. Cpl. Doyle took it 
upon herself to take the lead 
in making sure everything 
went off without a hitch 
during this very tedious, 
detailed and stressful event.”

(Cont. on Page 3)
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As October came to an end, 
we faced the unexpected 
death of Norfolk Police 
Officer Seth Amos. Seth was 
an outstanding young man 
who truly lived by faith and 
hope. He was a man who 
believed strongly in treating 
others with care, compassion, 
and respect. His co-workers 
agreed that Seth was their 
moral compass. Our hearts 
go out to the Amos family 
and friends at the Norfolk 
Police Department as they 
mourn and celebrate the life 
of Seth. Seth’s father Chris is 
a member of the NSO family 
who serves as a volunteer 
staff chaplain and works part 
time establishing our CISM 
program. Please keep Chris 
and his family in your prayers.
 

(Cont. on Page 2)

From:  
Sheriff Baron
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From:  
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October was also our pink badges and patches month. Our way 
to fight cancer and bring awareness to breast cancer. I proudly 
wear my pink badge and have extended wearing them through 
November.
 
As we shift gears to November, I am grateful to welcome our 
newest deputies to the Norfolk Sheriff’s Office. I hope you’ll take 
the time to read about them in this edition of the NSO Times. 
In this academy class, we have our first set of deputies who are 
18 years old. Our goal in aligning with the military’s hiring age is 
to help people with a passion for public service jumpstart their 
career in law enforcement. I encourage you to help coach our 
newest members and teach them the why behind what we do.
 
We must maintain our perpetual commitment to providing an 
environment of life, health, safety, and security. Our community 
relies on us to keep their loved ones safe while they’re in our care. 
They also expect us to behave in a way that is always respectful. 
I encourage you to live by the “golden rule” and consider your 
work here as an opportunity to make a difference in the lives of 
others. Thank you for living out our mission every single day. It is 
not always an easy task. However, at the end of the day, public 
service can be rewarding when our work helps change lives and 
makes our community a safer place to live.
 
Warm regards, 

Sheriff Joe Baron

Table of Contents

Community Affairs representing at 
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Integrity in all things:

“Records Division is great place to work and 
we display all the examples of the Mission 
statement for NSO!” said Cpl. K. Washington. 
She says each team member is challenged 
to build their own confidence and make 
their own decisions without having to be 
told what to do. 

“All of the records staff exhibit integrity in 
all things. We always check each other’s 
work multiple times to make sure there are 
no mistakes. No one person does the job 
alone.  If someone finishes their busy work 
we are always asking for more work to do 
and there’s always a willing party to check 
over all the work that has been done,” Cpl. A. 
Doyle wrote.
 
Team before self:

The Records team has each other’s back. “We 
love to help each other with assignments so 
that no one feels stressed or overworked. We 
often ask the other ‘Do you need any help?’ 
this is often displayed among all the team 
members,” Cpl. K. Washington said. 

“If someone is sick or has a family emergency, 
all staff members  are willing to stay and get 
the job done. The team members are always 
willing to switch shifts if someone has an 
appointment to go to or a son/daughter 
event at school. At the end of a shift everyone 
walks out together!” explained Cpl. A. Doyle.

Recognizing Cpl. A Doyle:

Lt. G. Snyder would like to recognize Cpl. 
A. Doyle’s recent efforts in the Records 
Department. Lt. Snyder says Cpl. Doyle went 
above and beyond her normal duties and 
worked as a liaison between the jail and 
immigration officers. Cpl. A. Doyle even 
allowed the immigration officers to call her 
at home on nights and weekends to ensure 
all information was shared in a timely and 
accurate manner. When asked why she 
would do that, Cpl. Doyle simply stated: 
“I didn’t mind and that way they wouldn’t 
overwhelm the booking deputies with calls.” 
Lt. Snyder says this is just one example of 
how everyone on his staff consistently goes 
above and beyond. 

Meet the Records Division: (cont.)
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Public Service: Helping Inmates get ID cards

The Norfolk Sheriff’s Office and the DMV is 
celebrating giving more than 900 inmates ID 
cards. The goal is to remove a major hurdle for 
people when they’re released from jail - not 
having an ID card, which means they can’t apply 
for jobs. The DMV has been coming to the Norfolk 
Jail for the past six years, giving inmates ID cards, 
social security cards and birth certificates, so 
they’re able to apply for jobs and benefits upon 
release. Many thanks to R. Muncie for his hard 
work on this program! WAVY-TV covered this 
story, which you can view on our Facebook page.
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Public Safety: Citizen recognizes 
Deputy Volkmann 

“I would like to acknowledge the valor and 
dedication to service of one of your deputies:  
Deputy Volkmann.  On occasion, Deputy 
Volkmann and I run in the mornings. On this 
particular Saturday morning at 3:45 a.m. we 
had just met up to get started when we heard 
what sounded to be a horrific auto accident. At 
his insistent urging, we switched up our normal 
route to head in the direction of the noise on 
Chesapeake Blvd. It was difficult to keep up with 
him at the sprint pace he was moving. Once 
on scene, we observed a car had careened into 
a power pole. Volkmann immediately started 
checking on the driver, the homeowner, and the 
other vehicle that was stopped. He advised other 
people to stay away from the power line near the 
car and the house involved. He directed traffic to 
avoid the area. He seemed to know exactly what 
to do! I have recently moved to this beautiful 
city and it makes me feel safer knowing that the 
Norfolk Sheriff’s Office employs such admirable 
individuals. I feel safer sleeping at night knowing 
that people like Deputy Volkmann sleep in the 
same neighborhood as I do. Please keep hiring 
people of this caliber!”

Public Service: Sgt. Mears help lead 
launch of Video Arraignments

Sgt. Mears went 
beyond the scope of his 
normal duties without 
complaint to ensure the 
new process for video 
arraignments for General 
District Court was not a 
failure.  His dedication 
and desire to see this 
new process through 
is commendable and 
greatly appreciated.

Because of his professional and personal interest 
in this task, it is a huge success to say the least.  
The judges in the Consolidated Courthouse give 

much praise to the Norfolk Sheriff’s Office for 
making life easier for them.  But the praise goes 
to Sgt. Mears for all his hard work.  Thank you Sgt. 
Mears for living up to our mission statement, our 
motto and our core values.
 

Deputy Miller lives out the 
Golden Rule 

Being helpful to others is part 
of living out the Golden Rule. 
Deputy Miller is an example 
of doing just that. When a 
man called to understand 
how to do video visitation for 
the first time, Deputy Miller 
spoke with him to guide him 
through the entire process. 
She was kind, compassionate 
and considerate. The citizen 
remarked how professional 
Deputy Miller was to him. If it 
wasn’t for her help, he might not have been able 
to connect with his family member in jail. He was 
grateful.

Public Service: M. Deputy Holt 
goes the extra mile 

Master Deputy Holt showed care and compassion 
to a complete stranger in need of assistance. In 
this case she saw a stranger who appeared to be 
suffering from heat exhaustion. She offered water 
and waited with him to ensure he recovered 
without the need for additional help. “It is a 
testament to the heart and soul of Master Deputy 
Holt and her commitment to treat others the 
way she would want to be treated. I appreciate 
the example she has set that we can all mirror. 
Public service, even when she is off duty! Thank 
you for a job well done!” Sheriff Joe Baron wrote.

Providing an environment of life, 
health, safety, and security

Corporal Darryl Williams, Deputy Ralph Jones, 
Deputy Recruit Gabriel Carter are perfect examples 

Living out our Mission Statement
Positive Action Reports
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of how we live out our mission.

After responding to a medical code for an inmate, 
Corporal Williams, Deputy Jones and Deputy 
Recruit Carter reviewed the video footage of the 
incident because they suspected that the inmate 
was faking his illness.  While viewing that footage, 
the deputies uncovered what was believed to be 
a plot to attack staff, which was later confirmed 
by Security Threat Unit.  Also, the deputies 
were able to see how they foiled the attack by 
handcuffing the inmates before entering the 
cell.  As a result of the intel that they shared, we 
were able to separate the inmates and go home 
without incident.  

This showed how the deputies put team before 
self by following through on their suspicions.  
And it shows how dedicated these deputies are 
by taking the time to watch the footage and the 
end result was it thwarted an attack on our staff.

Integrity in all things

Master Deputy Jamison and Deputy Raickle are 
perfect examples of how we live out our mission.

Master Deputy Jamison and Deputy Raickle 
were about to begin their breaks when they 
heard the screeching of tires and a crash as they 
were walking through the NSO compound. 
Both Raickle and Jamison began running in 
the direction of where the sound came from.  
As they arrived at the scene, Master Deputy 
Jamison and Deputy Raickle witnessed a silver 
Nissan vehicle driving away. They notified their 
team commanders and contacted State Police to 
report the hit and run. While on the scene, they 
came across a VDOT vehicle, which had been 
severely damaged. Besides the damage to the 
VDOT truck, there were numerous automobile 
parts dispersed all over the exit ramp that they 
had to move to the side of road. 

Master Deputy Jamison and Deputy Raickle 
conducted traffic duty to assist the other 
motorists until State Police arrived. They turned 
over all the pertinent information they collected 
to State Police and then returned to the jail to 
continue working at their assigned duty stations.  

Living out our Mission Statement
Positive Action Reports

GIVE BLOOD - GET A $5 AMAZON GIFT CARD
(* when you sign up AND make a blood donation) 

Want a FREE Amazon gift card?! It’s as easy 
as rolling up your sleeve. Recent hurricanes 
decimated the blood bank - 7,600 units went 
uncollected. Let’s do our part to build it back 
up! Need help signing up? Email deanna.
leblanc@norfolk-sheriff.com

Priority Automotive joins with Tidewater 
Community College and the Norfolk Sheriff’s 
Office to give repeat, non-violent offenders 
a new lease on life.
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Deputy Alfaro

Childhood Dream: To be a tattoo artist.

Greatest accomplishments: Enlisting in the 
US Army.

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: When I was on C team, I had 
a pleasure of working with a lot of good 
deputies. One deputy who stuck out to me 
was Deputy Klutts. I feel as if he represents 
all of our core values. He would always be 
sure work was done and help with anything.

Deputy Beasley

Childhood Dream: To grow up and go into 
the military.

Greatest accomplishments: Graduating from 
my military school and changing who I was 
for the better while I was in there.

Story about another deputy living up to 
the NSO values: Deputy Bellivia found out 
an inmate tried to take a razor during razor 
pass and stopped an inmate from possibly 
keeping a razor to harm inmates or deputies.

Deputy Brooks
(HRRJ)

Childhood Dream: I always wanted to do 
some type of law enforcement job.

Greatest accomplishments:  I would say 
having a daughter was one of the proudest 
moments of my life.

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: Deputy Recruit Cress is always 
helping others and always being the first 
one to answer when the instructors need 
someone. He is always willing
 to help others.

Deputy Alfaro

Deputy Beasley

Deputy Brooks
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Deputy Brown

Childhood Dream: I always wanted to be in 
law enforcement. 

Greatest accomplishments: Marrying the 
woman of my dreams, raising two intelligent 
and beautiful children, having a successful, 
stellar, and unblemished twenty-six year 
naval career. 

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: Corporal Wilson, Deputy Moore, 
Deputy Lightfoot, Corporal Brown, all four 
are highly professional, dedicated, and 
knowledgeable. They have all taken their 
time with their teammates to explain and 
properly train recruits. They are never too 
busy to lend a hand.

Deputy Budd

Childhood Dream: I wanted to be a doctor, 
an NBA player, and a video game designer.

Greatest accomplishments: Creating my 
own community service program in college. 
It was called “Same Fish,” based around 
working with people with special needs in 
the community.

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: Sergeant Williams on D-Team 
does a great job running the team. She 
was always willing to help me whenever 
I had questions and/or problems, kept us 
prepared, and I appreciate her for that.

Deputy Carrasco

Childhood Dream: I had an affinity for many 
careers throughout my childhood years: 
engineer, psychologist, police officer, special 
forces, and entrepreneur.

Greatest accomplishments: I am extremely 
proud of my wife, she stood by me while I 
endured and successfully completed my 

Deputy Brown

Deputy Budd

Deputy Carrasco
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career as a US Navy Submariner. She has 
allowed me to have that honor, and to 
become a husband and father.

Story about another deputy living up to 
the NSO values: Lt. Glaser, Sgt. Middleton, 
Deputy Smith, Deputy Lightfoot, Deputy 
Luis, Corporal West have exemplified 
leadership, quality workmanship, and held 
true to proper ethics. 

Deputy Cress

Childhood Dream: I always wanted to join the 
army, so in turn of that transition, it helped 
me achieve my other childhood dream of 
going into law enforcement. 

Greatest Accomplishment: Joining the Army, 
but more importantly becoming a father.

Story about another deputy living up to NSO 
values: Deputy Demillo always showed me 
the correct way of doing everything and also 
showed me respect toward fellow deputies 
and inmates.

Deputy David
(HRRJ)

Childhood dream: An FBI detective.

Greatest accomplishment: taking care of 
my niece and being able to get through this 
academy. Going through this academy is 
one of the hardest things I have ever had to 
do in my life.

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: Deputy Recruit Miller is always 
respectful. I’ve never seen him raise his 
voice. Always helpful and never judging. He 
always puts the class first and admits when 
he is wrong.

Deputy Davis

Childhood Dream: To be a truck driver.

Deputy Cress

Deputy Davis

Deputy David
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Greatest accomplishments: Becoming a 
United States Marine and working in law 
enforcement.

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values:  Cpl. H. Wilson and Cpl. R. Thomas 
have both shown me how dedicated they 
are. I hope to one day be able to emulate the 
way they carry and conduct themselves in a 
professional manner.

Deputy DeLoatch

Childhood Dream: To be in the Army. 

Greatest accomplishments: Having the 
opportunity to first graduate high school, 
and then enlist in the Army. I am most proud 
of walking across the stage and receiving 
my master’s degree. 

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: Capt. Ward is a man of integrity 
in all things. He puts the team before himself. 
He gave me the opportunity to rebuild my 
confidence when others didn’t take the time 
to believe in me.

Deputy Ellis

Childhood Dream: I was very imaginative so 
every day I had a different dream.

Greatest accomplishments: Making it this 
far. I’m so very grateful to everyone who has 
helped me.

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: My story is about 61 as a whole 
coming together for me in a time of extreme 
need. They came together with instructors 
to get me a solution. They showed me what 
true family is.

Deputy Epperson

Childhood Dream: Fireman. I always wanted 

Deputy DeLoatch

Deputy Epperson

Deputy Ellis
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to help others and be part of a community. 

Greatest accomplishments: My family.

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values:  Deputy Connor showed me how 
to enjoy the job and made sure to always 
point out when I was doing something 
wrong so it could be fixed, which I liked 
because I want to do things the right way.

Deputy Flores-Madrid

Childhood Dream: Police officer.

Greatest accomplishments: My son Jahmir 
and my mom.

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: Deputy Parker always puts team 
before self and is a hard worker.

Deputy Harris
(HRRJ)

Childhood Dream: Lawyer

Greatest accomplishments: I am a mother of 
two children. 

Story about another deputy living up to 
the NSO values: Since I have been in Sheriff 
Baron’s academy, he has done a lot of things 
and upholding his standards. He has been 
an example for me.

Deputy Hughes

Childhood Dream: A lawyer.

Greatest accomplishments: Being a great 
mother to my two sons and raising them to 
have respect.

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: Before starting the academy, 
I worked on the kitchen floor with Deputy 

Deputy Flores-Madrid

Deputy Harris

Deputy Hughes
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Boclair. He always showed respect to both 
deputies and inmates at all times. He ran the 
floor with pride and showed me pride in the 
work I did.

Deputy Johnson

Childhood Dream:  To be a CEO of a modeling 
agency. I grew up in the fashion industry and 
always wanted to help others get to where 
I’ve been or even further.

Greatest accomplishments: Bringing the 
Lord to every battle I had in my life. 

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: Deputy Moore was always an 
uplifting man that gave some of the best 
advice. 

Deputy Lynch
(HRRJ)

Childhood Dream: To be a social worker. As 
long as I was helping someone, I was happy. 

Greatest accomplishments: Joining the 
Army and starting my second career in law 
enforcement. 

Story about another deputy living up to 
the NSO values: The NSO training staff are 
outstanding deputies and display the NSO 
values daily. Each staff member cares deeply 
and is knowledgeable.  Each day I come into 
class, I see each value in every one of them. 

Deputy Miller

Childhood Dream: To be a successful 
businessman.

Greatest accomplishments: My son. He is my 
motivation.

Story about another deputy living up to 
the NSO values: Deputy Lewis has been 

Deputy Lynch

Deputy Johnson

Deputy Miller
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an inspiration to me. He always takes time 
to answer questions and goes above and 
beyond to make sure we had every tool we 
needed for the jail operation to run smoothly.

Deputy O’Dwyer

Childhood Dream: To be in the Army like 
both of my parents.

Greatest accomplishments: Deploying as an 
infantryman to the Horn of Panjwai at the 
age of 19.

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: Cpl. West is always squared away 
and whenever I ask him a question he knows 
how to break it down in a way that is easy for 
others to understand.

Deputy Perino

Childhood Dream: I was always interested in 
law enforcement and how they helped the 
community.

Greatest accomplishments: Getting my GED 
so that I could get a job at the sheriff’s office. 
Also to show my children that anything is 
possible if you put your mind to it.

Story about another deputy living up to 
the NSO values: Deputy Recruits Davis and 
Brown were able to help Deputy Weeks who 
was getting choked by an inmate. They were 
able to work to get the inmate handcuffed 
and out of the block.

Deputy Pilkington

Childhood Dream: To go into the public 
safety field.

Greatest accomplishments: Graduating the 
academy.

Story about another deputy living up to 

Deputy O’Dwyer

Deputy Perino

Deputy Pilkington
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the NSO values: Deputy Brooks provided 
me with many training techniques. He is a 
great leader and supervisor and always puts 
our core values in a real life perspective. 
Especially team before self. 

Deputy Stancil

Childhood Dream: I always wanted to be a 
teacher. I fulfilled this dream and taught 9th 
graders.

Greatest accomplishments: Graduating from 
Old Dominion University.

Story about another deputy living up to 
the NSO values: Master Deputy Volkman 
stands out for me as a deputy who lives up 
to the NSO values. His professionalism and 
demeanor set the bar for me.

Deputy Stec

Childhood Dream: When I was younger I 
focused on being a kid. I’m still young and 
being at NSO is a great stepping stone or 
career path in my life. 

Greatest accomplishments: Graduating 
this academy will now be my greatest 
accomplishment and I am so proud that I 
pushed through these weeks.

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: Deputy Canniff taught me to treat 
everyone with respect, no matter what floor 
you work on. If you say you are going to do 
something, everyone will hold you to that. 

Deputy Stone

Childhood Dream: To be in the FBI.

Greatest accomplishments: Being able to 
join the NSO academy at such a young age.

Deputy Stancil

Deputy Stec

Deputy Stone
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Deputy Thompson

Childhood Dream: To be a police officer.

Greatest accomplishments: Graduating the 
NSO academy.

Story about another deputy living up to the 
NSO values: Deputy Connor taught me that 
respect at all times makes a big difference in 
dealing with inmates. 

Deputy Wattley

Childhood Dream: Growing up my dream 
was to be a professional soccer player.

Greatest accomplishments: Aside from my 
kids, what I’m most proud of in my life thus 
far is being able to serve in the Army for over 
17 years.

Deputy Thompson

Deputy Wattley

We’re all rooting for the 34 NSO Team 
members who signed up for weight loss 
challenge with NSO Fitness Director 
Kim Bean. 

It started Oct. 16 and ended Nov 13. 
The goal was to help participants 
lose a few pounds by eating smaller 
meals, 4-6 a day, while adding in more 

produce and whole foods 
with moderate exercise.

Full results in our next 
newsletter!

Did you know two of our deputies are 
not just all-stars in the sheriff’s office, 
but are also hall of fame softball players 
and former teammates? Lt. Breeden 
and Cpl. Meacom played together at 
Chowan University. 

Hear more from these long-time 
teammates in our next newsletter!
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Introducing the new NSO PIO, Deanna LeBlanc 
and a farewell from Karen Pinkston

I want to take a moment 
to say thank you for the 
privilege to serve as 
your public information 
officer. It was an honor 
to share your stories - to 
show the public how 
you keep people safe, 
save lives, and change 
lives. Over the past year, the local news has featured 
a positive story on the NSO every single week, we 
launched a viral lip sync video, created our first ever 
all-inclusive recruitment video, and updated the 
NSO Times to showcase how we live out our values. 

It is hard to leave such a great team. Due to my 
husband’s military orders, we have to move away 
for the next couple years. I want to assure you that 
I did everything I could to help find and train the 
best new PIO for the NSO. 

We are certainly lucky to welcome Deanna LeBlanc 
to the NSO. Deanna is a seasoned Hampton 
Roads journalist, experienced communicator, and 
passionate storyteller. You may remember her 
from WAVY TV 10. 

She spent nearly a decade as a leader in TV 

newsrooms as both a reporter and anchor. In fact, 
her dogged coverage of an area jail earned her an 
Emmy nomination. 

Deanna is excited to now use her storytelling 
skills and knowledge of our local media to shine 
a light on all of the good work happening inside 
the Norfolk Sheriff’s Office every day. She is a Navy 
spouse and a mom to a ten-month-old baby 
girl named Charlotte and a five-year-old Golden 
Retriever, Murphy. 

If you have story ideas 
for Deanna, she’d love 
to hear from you! You 
can shoot her an email 
at Deanna.LeBlanc@
Norfolk-Sheriff.com or 
give her a call/ text at 
757-589-5692. 

Oh ... and ask her about Wheel of Fortune. 

Thank you again Team NSO, and stay in touch! 

All my best, 

Karen Pinkston

Cpl. West was heading home from work when 
he came upon an accident. Deputy Roberts 
witnessed it, and had taken charge of directing 
traffic, when Cpl. West arrived on scene.

Sheriff Baron moved the Civil Process Office into 
vacant space inside the new courthouse to be 
a good steward of taxpayer dollars. Before, the 
division was located in a rented office building.
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NSO in the Community
Public service and trust: Inmate Art Show at Chrysler Museum

The Virginia Beach, Norfolk and Hampton Roads Regional jails are participating in the 
Beyond the Block exhibit at the Chrysler Museum of Art – which runs Nov. 6, 2018-Jan. 13, 
2019. The goal is to give the public a glimpse into life behind bars – for both the inmates 
and the deputies – while showcasing the talent of the inmate population and giving them 
something positive and hopeful to focus their energy on while incarcerated.This wouldn’t 
be possible without our dedicated programs staff and deputies. WVEC covered this story, 
which you can find on our Facebook page!

NSO Holds Bake Sale to Benefit Relay for Life
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NSO in the Community

Public Service: Wearing Pink Badges for a Good Cause 
One of our own, Lt. Morgan, is a cancer 
survivor. She is one of many at our office to 
battle cancer. Lt. Morgan learned about the 
pink patch project, how law enforcement 
officers can buy pink badges and patches 
for breast cancer awareness. Since launching 
the program last year, more than 70 deputies 
have bought the pink badges, which cost 
about $60. Proceeds benefit Relay for Life and 
the American Cancer Foundation. In addition, 
Lt. Morgan is selling $5 pink patches that the 
public can buy. She has received orders from 
around the world - as far as Africa! When 
people see our deputies wearing pink badges, 

at ODU games and out in 
the community, they love 
it. Almost everyone has 
a connection to breast 
cancer, whether they are 
survivors, or have family 
or friends who have won 
the fight against cancer.

Sometimes we wear our 
alternate uniforms! 

Recognize our Community 
Affairs Team at 

Trunk or Treat?
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More than 700 seniors enjoyed Senior Fest 
hosted by the Norfolk Sheriff’s Office and Sheriff 
Joe Baron Foundation in September at Scope 
Arena. Residents ages 55 and up learned about 
resources from more than 70 vendors, while 
enjoying live entertainment and free lunch.

“At the Norfolk Sheriff’s Office, we are committed 
to taking care of our seniors. I’d like to thank 
our Community Outreach team for spending 
months and countless hours organizing this 
successful, important event for our seniors,” 
Norfolk Sheriff Joe Baron said.

Senior Fest is designed to showcase a wide 
variety community resources - from free health 
screenings, cost savings, and job opportunities 
to joining social groups. “As seniors become 
older, they become less mobile. This is a one 
stop shop for anything they could need,” Lt. 
Meryah Breeden said. 

For instance, Dominion Power representatives 
spoke about ways seniors can reduce their 
monthly bills, AARP provided information 
about jobs, and Hampton Roads Transit talked 
about ways for seniors to get around. Medical 
professionals offered free flu shots, A1C tests, 
blood pressure checks, and the Lions Club 
provided hearing and eye testing. Groups 
like Primeplus Senior Center and the Chrysler 
Museum outlined upcoming wellness and 
social events. Realtors who specialize in helping 
seniors sell their homes and downsize were also 
on sight.

It was also an opportunity for seniors to connect 
with civic leaders, including: Norfolk Mayor 
Kenny Alexander; Norfolk City Council Members 
Courtney Doyle, Andria McClellan, and Mamie 
Johnson; Senator Lionell Spruill, Delegate Cliff 
Hayes, and Delegate Jay Jones; Norfolk Clerk 
of the Circuit Court George Schaefer; Norfolk 
Fire Rescue Chief Wise; Brent Johnson from 
the Norfolk Commonwealth Attorney’s Office; 
and William Shackelford with the Office of the 
Attorney General.

This year’s Senior Fest was the second annual 
Sheriff Joe Baron Foundation Senior Support 

Services Seminar. Barbara Ciara and Les Smith 
of WTKR News 3 emceed the event. The NSO 
would like to recognize our “Senior Fest” 
Senior Services Support Seminar Sponsors: 
Dominion Power, City of Norfolk, Summit 
Foods, Hampton Roads Transit, Norfolk Housing 
and Redevelopment, Keefe Commissary, AARP, 
Town Bank, Walmart, PrimePlus Senior Center, 
and QVS LLC. Stay tuned for Senior Fest 2019 
next fall!
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Deputy Gregory honored as 
Deputy of the 2nd Quarter, 2017

Sheriff Baron took a moment to recognize 
Deputy Gregory for his service to the NSO. 
We will miss him as he leaves us to fulfill 
his military commitment. 

Corporal Cleek
15 Years of Service

R. Armamento
5 Years of Service

Deputy Kralik
5 Years of Service

Master Deputy Burgess
10 Years of Service

Q. What keeps you coming to NSO every day?
A: The people that I work with keep me here.
Q. What is the biggest change you’ve seen at 
NSO over the years?
A: The biggest change is a high turnover rate.
Q. Any advice to our newest deputies?
A: Just hang in there and things will get better.

Corporal West
Perfect Attendance

Deputy McKeon
5 Years of Service
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Civilian Amos
Sergeant Bacon
Civilian Blevins
Civilian/Court Scanner Bray
Deputy Recruit Carrasco
Deputy Recruit Carter
Corporal Deschaine
Deputy Dunston
Deputy Dziagwa
M. Deputy Elliott-James
Deputy England
Lt. Colonel Fiorella
Deputy Recruit Flores-Madrid
Civilian Garrett
M. Deputy Gordon-Moss
Deputy Griebel
Deputy Heffron
Deputy Johnston
Deputy Lightfoot
Deputy Mcinnis

Corporal Miller
Deputy Moore
Deputy Recruit Nelson
Captain Pestik
Master Deputy Rink
Deputy Rivera
Deputy Sentz
Sergeant Serrano
Corporal Shildt
Deputy Smith
Lieutenant Snyder, Jr.
Master Deputy Sumler
Deputy Sykes
Deputy Recruit Thompson
Captain Toczek
Corporal Todd
Deputy Vogler
Deputy Recruit Williams
Corporal Willoughby

Staff Birthdays for October
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Lieutenant Adams
Deputy Allen
Deputy Arciaga
Corporal Bell
Deputy Bice
M. Deputy Booker-Mitchell
Deputy Recruit Brown
Captain Campbell
Deputy Canniff
Deputy Christman
Civilian Crider
Deputy Curran
Deputy Davis
Deputy Edwards
Civilian Evans
Civilian Ferguson
Deputy Recruit Flores
Deputy Goyette
Civilian Grimes
Deputy Recruit Hodges
Master Deputy Houck

Deputy James
Deputy Kerzanet
Civilian Mercer
Deputy Miller
Secretary Minor
Civilian Montoya
Deputy Myles
Deputy Recruit Newton
Deputy Parker
Civilian Raynor
Master Deputy Reynolds
Civilian Riddick
Deputy Shy
Deputy Smith
Deputy Smith
Deputy Recruit Smith
Deputy Stitt
Sergeant Tincler
Deputy Recruit Wattley
Deputy Welch
Deputy Wessels

Staff Birthdays for November

Baby of the month: Deputy Ayers (Services) 
and his wife had their second baby girl:  

Allison Elizabeth Ayers -  Born 10-1-18 at 11:54. 
Congratulations to the Ayers family!

Dog of the month: Meet Deputy Epperson’s 
Shiba Inu named Thor. He’s 3 years old and he loves 

going on long hikes and playing fetch!

Kind words from a local resident. 
Our work does not go unnoticed!


